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Abstract 

Iran is one of the jew countries in the world to have had two major popuZar twenti
eth-century revolutions that succeeded in changing the form of government -the revolu
tion of 1905-J/ and that oj 1978-9. While there is no doubt that the Islamic revolution in 
1978-9 provided a thoroughgoing overthrow of the old political, social, and ideological 
order, the cons.titutional revolution oj 1905-11 initiated the process of the erection of the 
power of the 'ulama, c hanging their status from that of the main leaders of society as 
representative oj the people to that oj their new level of being only one oj the leaders in 
society. The Constitutional Revolution alsa changed the conceptions of authority and so
vereignty alongside the changes in the power of the 'ulama. On the other hand, the Is
lamic Revolution is unique in the annals of modern history in that it brought to power 
not a new social group equipped with political parties and seeuZar ideologies, but a tra
ditional clergy with mosque pulpits and daiming the divine right to supervise all tempo
ral authorities, even the country's highest elected representatives, thus not taking into 
consideration the sovereignty oj the people. 

Key Words: Iranian Constitutional Revolution, Iranian Islamic Revolutiön, Shi'ite 
ulama, authority, sovereignty, equality, constitution, Shi'a. 

Hakimiyet Kavramı ve Şü Ulemanın İran Meşrotiyet (1905-11) ve İslô.m (1978-79) 
Anayasalanndaki Rolü 

Özet 

İran yirminci yüzyılda iki büyük devrim yaşamıştır. Birincisi 1905-11 Meşrutiyet ha-l 
reketi, ikincisi ise 1978-79 İslam devrimi. İslam devrimi, esl.:-i siyasf, sosyal ve ideoloji'5) 
düzenin tamamıyla değişmesini temin ederken, Meşrutiyet hareke-ti toplumun yegane lı
der/eri olan Şif ulemayı halkın temsilcilerinden birisi konumuna indirgeyerek, onların 
geleneksel gücünü zedelemiştir. Meşrfitiyet hareketi, ulemanın gücündeki değişikliğin 
yanısıra, geleneksel hakimiyet ve otorite anlayışlarında da önemli açılımlara zemin ha
zırlamıştır. Diğer taraftan İs zam devrimi, siyaset sahnesine yeni siyasf partiler ve sekü
ler ideolojilerle mücehhez bir sınzfi değil, halkın temsil gücünü hiçe sayıp görünüşte on
ların iradesinin temsil edildiği meclise hükmeden ulema sınıflm iktidara taşımıştır. Bu 
makalede ulemanın her iki devrimdeki rolü ve ulemanın gücünde meydana gelen deği
şiklikler mukayeseli olarak ele alınmıştır. 

Anahtar Kelime/er: İran Meşrutiyet hareketi, İran İslam devrimi, Şif u lema, otorite, 
hakimiyet, eşitlik, anayasa, Şfa. 

*) A. Professor, Marmara University, Faculty ofTheology, Department oflslamic Sects, istanbul-Tur
key. (e-posta: mazlumuyar@hotmail.com) 
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Introduction 
Iran is one of the few countries in the world to have had two major popular twenti

eth-century revolutions that succeeded in changing the form of government -the revolu
tion of ı905-ll and that of ı978-9. While there is no doubt that the Islamic revolution 
in ı 978-9 provided a thoroughgoing overthrow of the old political, social, and ideologi
cal order, the constitutional revolution of ı 905-ll initiated the process of the erection of 
the power of the 'ulama, changing their status from thih of the main leaders of society as 
representative of the people to that of their new level of being only one of the leaders in 
society. Their power was further curtailed by the following modernization and centrali
zatian programmes initiated under Riza Shah. The Constitutional Revolution also chan
ged the conceptions of authority and sovereignty alongside the changes in the power of 
the 'ulama. It saw the triumph of the modern intelligentsia who, inspired by such Wes
tern ideologies as liberalism and socialism, introduced a predominantly secular constitu
tion, which was more or less copied from the Belgian constitution, and hoped to recre
ate their society in the image of contemporary Europe. On the other hand, the Islarnic 
Revolution is unique in the annals of modern history in that it brought to power not a 
new social group equipped with political parties and secular ideologies, but a traditional 
clergy with mosque pulpits and claiming the divine right to supervise all temporal aut
horities, even the country's highest elected representatives, thus not taking into conside
ration tce sovereignty of the people. 

1. The Nature of Authority in Shi'ism 
Sunni Islam developed i ts constitutional theory in the presence of a Sunni state. Obe

dience to the ruler became a religious obligation even if the ruler were unjust, for that 
was preferable to anarchy. Thus religion became one of the main supports of the state. 
The development of S hi' is m, on the other h and, took place for mu ch of the time with the 
Shi'ites asa minority groupina Sunni state. Thus the Shi'ites, during their early period, 
had no need of someone like Mawardl, who in Sunnism integrated the political sphere 
in to the religious one I. If we take the right or legitimate claim to obedience as theessen
tial component of the notion of authority, the search for i ts roots in Islam takes us to ver
se 4:59 of the Qur'an: "O believers, obey God, and obey the messenger and those in aut
hority among you ... " The phrase translated as "those in authority" is illt al-amr. It me
ans entitled to command (amr). The referent of the term is nowhere defined in the 
Qur'an itself. Sunni Islam considered the caliphs the heirs to the Prophet and imams (le
aders), making them, together with their appointees, beneficiaries of this verse and thus 
entitled to obedience. But for Shi'ites this refers to the imams. All political authority for 
Shi'ism is theoretically vested in the Imam2. 

It can no longer be doubted that Sunni and Shi'ite Muslims shared the idea of the le
gitimate Caliph as "the Imam of guidance" (to salvation) in the fırst two centuries. Ne
vertheless, the Shi'ite conceptions of authority developed along a radically divergent 
path. The Shi'a vehemently rejected the legitimacy of the established caliphate and con
sidered 'Ali and his descendants the rightful successors of the Prophet -and as such, en
I) Momen, Moojan, An Introduction to Shi'l Islam, New Haven, Conn., 1985, p.19lf. 
2) Ibid, p.l92. 

l 
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tittled to khilafa(t) and the divinely inspired and infallible (ma'sum) imams of the com
munity of believers. Divine appointment (nasb) and divinely sanctioned designation 
(nass) by the Prophet or the preceding imam became the distinctive mark of the Shi'ite 
theory of imamate. Consequently, "those in authority" in verse 4:59 could be no other 
than the imams3. From the eighth century onward, the charismatic authority of the 
imams as t'i:ıe supreme politicalleaders and teachers of religion became intimately linked 
to their 'ilm (science/knowledge). This distinctive feature became all the more important 
for la ter developments in the period of occultation (ghayba), as the portion of the autho
rity of the imam that was most easily transferable to the Shi'ite 'ulamti in his absence 
was precisely that derived from 'ilm. In the process of transfer, the notian of 'ilm beca
me detached from that of the infallibility of the imam and equated with the knowledge 
of the 'ulama. Thus, the two most important features of the Shi'ite notian of the autho
rity which formed the basis of the later theories of the juristic authority of the 'ulama, 
were (1) i ts derivation from imamate as the immediate extension of prophecy; and (2) its 
partial derivation from 'i!m4. 

It is important to see the ideological framework in which the political tensions wit
hin the different groups of 'ulama were articulated. Traditional Shi'ite theories of go
vemment had divided history into two different epochs: (I) the period before A.D.874 
when the imams were present on the earth, and, in theory no governmental problems 
existed since the judgment of the imams was presumed infallible and unquestioned by 
true believers; and (2) the period fallawing the "occultation" (disappearance into hiding) 
of the Twelfth Imam, when questions of governmental structure and legitimacy of aut
hority became controversial. The 'ulama thought, in the absence of an infallible imam, 
a completely just Islarnic govemment was impossible and believers had to seek the best 
possible state. In their view, the superior govemment was one that maximized the parti
cipatian of the entire Shi'ite community5. 

This accommodation of existing political order by religious authorities could, in 
theory, manifest itself in at least two distinctive manners: (1) planned withdrawal 
from the political sphere and indifference towards politics; and (2) active endeavor 
to subjugate political power and impose ethico-hierocratic regulation upon the po
litical sphere6. 

Although the claim that legitimate power belonged to a mujtahid had some support 
in prior Shi'ite theory, it isa phenomenon of the eighteenth century after the victory of 
a school ofTwelver thought -the Usülfs or mujtahidfs1- over the other main school-the 
Akhbtirfs8 or followers of traditions. It is true that the position of the 'ulama in Shi 'ism 

3) Idem, The Shadow of Gad and the Hidden Imam, Chicago, 1984, p.192f. 
4) Idem, "Shi'ism, Authority, and Political Cu1ture", p.3. 
5) Tabari, A., ''The Role of the Shi'i Clergy in Iranian Politics", in Religion and Politics in Iran, ed. 

Keddie, N.R., New Haven, Conn., 1983, p.57. 
6) Arjomand, S.A., The Turhanfor the Crown, Oxford, 1988, p.75. 
7) For more information about Usfilis, see Uyar, Mazlum, Şii Ulemiinın Otoritesinin Temelleri, İstan-

bul, 2004, p.13-179. · 
8) for more information about Akhbaris, see i dem, lmiimiyye Şfası 'nda Düşünce Ekolleri-Ahbarflik, 

Istanbul, 2000. 
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is to a large extent a function of their right to ijtihtıd. Their eminence depends essenti
ally on the acquisition of the rank of ijtihtıd. The Akhbtirts, who dominated especially 
the shrines of Arab Iraq in the period between the fall of the Safavid dynasty and the es
tablishment of Qajar rule rejected the mujtahid's function as incompatible with the aut
hority of the irnams. Even his limited use of ijtihfid seemed as reprehensible as it would 
have been before the Greater Occultation. The division of the community in to muqallid 
and mujtahid was rejected in favour of the earlier concept of the whole community as 
muqallid to the imams. But, on the other hand, the institution of the mujtahid had the 
practical merit of ensuring a continuous Ieadership of the community and of providing a 
source of immediate authority that was neither too great to offend the clairns of vilciyat, 
nor too restricted to be without prnetical effect9. 

The UsUlf movement flourished outside Iranian territory in the holy cities of Otto- -
man Iraq and consisted of a revival ofTwelver Shi'ite jurisprudence that dominated the 
last decades of the eighteenth and the whole of the nineteenth centuries. It consisted of 
the vigorous reaffırınation of the principle of ijtihfid and thereby resulted in very consi
derable enhancement of the power and the independence of the Shi'ite 'ulama. The re
vival of religious jurisprudence greatly augmented the prerogatives of the Shi'ite mujta
hids as the authoritative interpreters of the Sacred Law. The failure of Nadir Shah's po
licy to promote Sunnism and restrict certairi Shi'ite practices proved that Iran's conver
sion to Shi 'ism was irreversible. While the Safavid state had given way to a hierocracy
state dualism, in the Qajar period a considerable division of the political and the religi
ous functions of government was worked out, and the Shi'ite 'ulama assumed indepen
dent control of the latter. This comprised the religious, the judicial, and the educational 
institutions. This was partly so because, w hile the Safavids had claimed authority on the 
basis of being both "shadows of God on earth" (the ancient Iranian concept of kingship, 
i.e. temporal authority) and "the representative of the Hidden Imam" (i.e. spiritual aut
hority), the Qajars, however, only clairned the title of "shadow of Go d on earth" and left 
the claim of being "the representative of the Hidden Imam" to the 'ulama ID. 

A very irnportant factor in determining the capacity of a hierocracy to act against the 
state or u po n society ·is the character and extent of autonomy of i ts organization. Altho
ugh the autonomy of the Shi'ite hierocracy began to be established in the early years of 
the nineteenth century, the appointment of the imam jum 'ah and shaykh al-islams of the 
major cities still remained with the ruler, but their position was nevertheless not that of 
a govemment official. It had to be, to some extent, based upon consent of the populati
on. It is true that the Shi'ite hierocracy was stili very loosely organizedin 1900 and lac
ked any elaborately hierarchical structure characteristic of the Catholic Church. The 
principle of juristic authority in Shi'ism, that is ijtihfid only made possible the division 
of the clerical professionals into the mujtahid and non-mujtahidll. 

To sum up, with the establishment of the Qajtir state, there took place an evolution 
in Shi 'ifiqh which asserted the role of the mujtahid in directing the community and even 

9) Algar, Hamid, Religion and State in Iran 1785-1906: The Role of the Ulama in the Qajar Period, 
Berkeley, 1969, p.6-8. 

1 O) Momen, An I ntroduction, p.l37. 
ll) Arjomand, The Turhanfor the Crown, p.l3-16. 
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in ruling it. The establishment of Qajar rule also presented the 'ulam/i with the spectac
le of a state that made many of the same assumptions canceming the nature of royal po
wer as had the Safavids but was itself deprived of the semi-legitirnacy provided by alle
ged descent from the irnams. 

In the l}eW situation, however, a political theory to accommodate the state within the 
system of belief was stili not developed. Such a theory was probably irnpossible: 

the 'ulamii, having established their position as de facto regents of the Imam, co
u! d not have allotted the monarchy a similar position. Without such a position the 
monarchy was bound to be regarded as illegitimate. The contradiction was seldom 
stated explicitly but was nonetheless the ultimate cause of most of the friction bet
ween the secular and religious powers throughout the nineteenth century. Where
as the 'ulama could not reasonably demand of the slate that it abdicate its power, 
they expected at Ieast some kind of submission from it12. 

Even if the state had not been considered fundamentally illegitirnate, it would in any 
event have been condemned to virtual powerlessness. Because the ruler, like every other 
believer who had not attained the rank of ijtihfid, was obliged to be a muqallid to a cer
tain mu}tahid and to exeelite his rulings and pronouncements, the state was to some ex
tent the executive branch of derical powerl3. 

The comman alienation of the people and the 'ulama from the state served to bring 
the nation and the 'ulamfi more closely together. The 'ulama acted not merely as com
munal but also increasingly as national leaders. They had a practical function to give di
rection to the community as intermediaries between the imam and the society. 

In the alısence of an effective organ for the expressian of public opinion, the 'ulama 
were the only group who could act as a restraint on the government and who could put 
openly to the shah and his ad visers the dangers of a particular policy; and in general the 
views expressed by them were listened to with respect This is not to say that they were 
well organized and united enough to organize and control the day-to-day actions of the 
government, but they were able sametimes to exercise restraint and to act as peacema
kers, and in the last resort to provide a refuge for the people against injustice. 

Govemment offıcials came into contact with the population mainly over the callee
tion of taxes and the levy of soldiers. There was no sense of community between them 
and the people. The 'ulamfi, on the other hand, were in constant touch with the people. 
It was to them, therefore, and not to govemment officials, that the people naturally lo
oked for the fulfillment of their aspirations and, above all, for protection14. 

Anather power base of the 'ulama was their financial position. The 'ulama through 
the concept of na 'ib al-' amm (general representative of the Hidden Imam) came to as
sert their right to the receipt of the khums and zakfit which represent a considerable in
come and gave the 'ulama, to a large extent, financial independence from government. 
lt had i ts histarical roots especially in the Safavid period. In establishing offıcially favo
red 'ulama, whom they saw as supporters and not as potential rivals, the Safavids stres-

12) Algar, Religion and State, p22. 
13) lbid, p.23. 
14) Lambton, A.K.S., Qajar Persia, London, 1987, p.280f. 
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sed the obligatory nature of large alms to be administered by the 'ulama, which the Qa
jars had to follow in order to get any co-operation from them 15. 

The duality of judicial system into s har' and 'urf courts was also one of the impor
tant factors in the 'ulamii's power in the Qajar period. The other factor which gave the 
'uli:ıma a certain independence w as the existence of the S hi 'i te shrines in the 'Atabfit. At 
the time of the constitutional movement, the support of the 'ulama of Najaf and Karba
la was an important source of strength to the constitütionalists. 

The relations of the religious classes with the merchants and the craft guilds were 
mutual. This relationship made the 'ulama, to some extent, amenable to the wishes of 
the wealthy merchants. The peasants also looked to tt.e religious classes with respect. 
Many of the mullas who went round the countryside collecting their dues from the har
vest were charlatans, but they played a part in the life of the village, and provided one 
of the few contacts between the villager and the outside world 16. Thus, the 'ulama car
ried out many functions that in the modem states are governmental; and especially after 
the Usulf victory over the Akhbfirfs and because of the governmental vacuum due to the 
govemment's incompetence and the absence of a national army and effective bureauc
racy, they played the leading role in the nineteenth century, eniminating in the Constitu
tional Revolution. 

2. The Origins of the Constitutional Revolution and the 'Ulama-S ecular Alliance 
The Constitutional Revolution presents the fırst direct encounter in modem Iran bet

ween the traditional Islamic culture and the West. All earlier attempts at niodemization, 
although involving important changes in the legal, governmental and administrative sys
tems, were conducted in areas tangential to the traditional valuesl7. 

The fırst drive for modemization was led by Prince 'Abbas Mirza (d. 1833). As heir 
apparent and thus govemor of Azerbaijanl8, he discovered during the fırst Russo-Irani
an W ar that the tribal cavalry was no protection against the mo bile artillery. He therefo
re modelled himselfon the contemporary reformer of the Ottoman Empire, Sultan Selim 
III, and constructed in Azerbaijan his own version of the Ottoman Niztim-i Jadfd (New 
Order) equipped with mobile artillery and fairly up-to-date weapons, paid regularly by 
the. state, dressed in uniforms, housed and drilled in barracks, and trained and discipli
ned according to contemporary European (especially French and Russian) rulesl9. To 
supply the new army, he established in Tabriz a cannon factory, a musket plant, and a 
translation office for military and engineering manuals. To safeguard it, he opened the 
country's fırst permanent missions abroad in Paris and London. To insure its future, he 

15) Momen, An lntroduction, p.207. 
16) lbid, p .. 283. 
17) Enayat, Hamid, ''The Debates over the Constitutional Revolution", in Expectation of the Millenni

um, eds. Seyyed Hossein Nasr, Hamid Dabashi and Seyyed Vali Riza Nasr, New York, 1989, p311. 
18) The first Qajar ruler, Aqa Muhammad, recognized the importance of the area, made it the seat of 

the heir apparent, and assigned some of his most able ad visers to the Azerbaijani government, the
reby initiating a series of relatively forward-looking bureaucrats that included Qa'im Maqam and 
Amir Kabir. Helfgott, Leonard M., ''The Structural Foundations of the National Minority Problem 
in Revolutionary Iran", Iranian Studies, XIII (1980), p.206. 

19) Algar, Religion, p.75f.; Abrahamian, Ervand, Iran between Two Revolutions, Princeton, 1982, p.52. 
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dispatched Iran 's fırst students to Europe. To fınance all this, he cut court salaries, pen
sions, and extravagances; he also raised revenues through protective tariffs and decrees 
against the use of foreign cloth, which prompted Westem protests. The commercial attac
he from Britain complained that-the dogma of protectionism was disrupting the· natural 
laws of free trade. Anq. to prevent a repetition of the religious revalt that had destroyed 
Selim II, 'Abbas Mirza obtained derical pronouncements in favor of the Niztim-i Jadfd. · 

The austerity measures antagonized courtiers, peİısioners, and tax-collectors. The new 
tariffs, as mentioned before, prompted Westem protests. The modem army amused the fe
ars of the provincial magistrates. Möreover, the new army, by strengthening 'Abbas Mir
za, amused the hostility of his brothers; some of these princes, who had refused to recon
cile themselves to his namination as heir apparent, spread rumors that the crown prince 
w as dangerous, hereti cal, and eve n a "seeret unbeliever''. Consequently, 'Abbas Mirza sa w 
the slow death of his Niztim-i Jadfd long before he met his own naturaldeathin 183320. 

The second drive for modemization was initiated by Mirza Muhammad Taqi Khan 
Farabaru, better known as Amir Kabir (the Great Lord) (d. 1851). He was _the son of a 
cook in the household of 'Abbas Mirza. As a member of diplamatic missions to Russia 
and the Ottoman Empire, Taqi, who spoke Russian fluently, was impressed by the cont
rast between European advancement and Iranian backwardness. After he became premi
er, he cemented his ties with the dynasty in traditional Iranian faslıian by marrying the 
sister of Nasir al-Din Shah. Realizing the danger that concessions to Great Britain and 
Russia posed to Iran's sovereignty, Taqi adopted a new policy, which would later beco
me kiıown as negative equilibrium. He avoided giving any concessions in either the so
uth or the north2l. He revived the standing army and established fıfteen factories to sup
ply his ıi.rmy and to cut foreign imports. He founded the country's fırst official newspa
per, the Rumtimah-i Vaqtiyi' Ittiftiqiyah (Newspaper of Current Affairs) and, most im
portant of all, he built the country's fırst secular high school, the Dar al-Funtm (Abode 
of Leaming). It offered its students, who were mostly sons of the aristocracy, classes in 
many subjects. To fınance these projects, he applied the same measures which 'Abbas 
Mirza had done. These measures provoked an immediate reaction fron.ı both inside and 
outside and, as a fınal blow, the Bab! revolt, which coincided with these reforrns, created 
a general atmosphere of instability. He was dismissed in 1851, sent to Kashan, and exe
cuted there soon after. His plans for the future were cast aside and his industrial factori
es, despite heavy investments, were left to wither away22. 

Although these reforrns were intended to change the balance of power in favour of 
the state, all these measures taken by two reformers did not aim at undermining any spe
cifıc Islamic institution and principle. By contrast, the Constitutional Revolution was a 
mavement of unprecedented dimensions in Iran 's modem history which embraced vast 
groups of people from every social quarter, thus generating a heated debate between di
verse ideologies, old and new. The implication of many a constitutionalist idea challen
ged the very foundation of the religio-political order, thereby causing a deep rift among 
20) lbid, p.52. 
21) Ghods, M .. Reza, Iran in the Twentieth Century, London, 1989, p.22. 
22) Abrahamian, Iran, p.53f. 
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the elites. Perhaps the significance of this rift can be better understood if a comparison 
is drawn with the constitutional history of Ottoman Turkey. When similar controversies 
broke out in Turkey during the famous Meşrutiet period from 1908 to 1918, that country 
had long passed through the travails of the Tanzimat period (a half century of reforms 
from 1826 onwards), and the Young Ottoman mavement (formed in the rnid-1860s). By 
that time, both sides in the debate had accumulated considerable ability and had sharpe
ned their palemical tools, particularly over the thomy issues of legal codification and ju
dicial reforms, and modemization of the educational system23. 

Neither side in the constitutional debate in Iran had such precedents to fall back on. 
Even the duality of the judicial system (between the religious and non-religious courts) 
had lasted so long that it had become part of the traditional structure and lost its poten
tial for initiating ideas of change. So discussion on "uses and abuses of man-ınade laws 
inevitably provoked in i ts train dissensions over the virtues and vices of modemization". 
The novelty of the controversy and the complexity of the issues involved could hardly 
be helpful to mutual understanding between the two sides of the debate. But there was 
one precedent which gave the religious proponents of the constitution an edge over all 
other groups in terms of argumentative skills. This was the development of the science 
of usul-i fiqh, the roots or theory of jurisprudence, which had achieved great subtlety 
among the Shi'ites, but reached new peaks in the nineteenth century. As mentioned, ten
sion between the Usulfs and their opponents, the Akhbô.rfs, had grown sharply since the 
middle of the eighteenth century24. After a long struggle, the Usulfs won over the Akh
bô.rfs. The triumphant Usulfs were those who claimed the key role for mujtahids in the 
interpretation of law and doctrine. All believers were supposed to pick a living mujtahid 
to follow and to abide by his judgments while the Akhbiirfs claimed that the Traditions 
of the Prophet and the imams provided sufficient guidance, without the need for rulings 
by a mujtahifl5. 

The victory of the Usul! doctrine had prepared a precedent for the pro-constitutiona-
lists. 

By upholding the authority of reason and the right of ijtihad, the Usı111 doctrine co
uld not fail to render the Shi'i mind susceptible to social changes, inspire canfi
dence in human ability to regulate social affairs. However, there were in fact many 
features in the Aklıhan doctrines too which could have made them equally recep
tive to certain democratic nations, for instance their stance agrunst the mujtahids 
had strong anti-elitist, and consequently populist implications26. 

After the Usulf victory, the 'ulama began to be seen in the political sphere as a force 
capable of influencing national policy. Firstly they had to establish a power base in Iran 
and to accommodate the roling Qajiir family. Their involvement in the Russo-Iranian 
wars was the first of a chain of episodes where the 'ulama had a marked influence on the 
course of Iranian history. The subsequent links in this chain were to include the agitati-
23) Enayat, Ham\d, Modern /slamic Political Thought, London, 1982, p.l66. 
24) Ibid, p.I66f. 
25) Algar, "The Oppositional Role of Ulama in Twentieth Century Iran", in Scholars, Saints and Sujis, 

ed.Nikkie R. Keddie, London, 1972, p.235; for general information, see Uyar, lm!ımiyye Şiası'nda 
Düşünce Ekolleri. 

26) Enayat, Modern Islamic Political Thought, p.l67-9. 
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on against Husayn K.han Sipahsliliir in ı872, the opposition to the Tobacco Regie in 
ı 89 ı -2, the ir involvement in the constitutional movement, the ir participation in the Mu
saddiq govemınent, and c;ulminating in the Iranian Revolution of ı97921. 

Regardless of whether certain individuals or groups were better or worse off as a re
sult of the ;}Vestem impact on Iran, various groups in society had reason to be disconten
ted with the Qajiirs and with Westem incursions. Largely abortive reforms (above-men
tioned) under the Crown Prince 'Abbas Mirza (d. ı833) and chief minİsters Anllr Kab"ır 
(d. ı85ı) and Mirza Husayn K.han Sipahsliliir(d. ı88ı) left Iran without a modemized 
army, bureaucracy, and educarianal system. The small Russian officered Cossack Briga
de, founded in 1879, remained the Qajiirs' only military force. 

This lack of change and discontent can be explained. Iran had much less contact with 
the West than did Mediterranean and Middle Eastem countries and had an arid terrain 
with a scattered popula tion. As a result, the country was very difficult to centralize. The 
shahs had to permit a devolution of power to some groups such as the 'ulama, landow
ners, tribesmen, and others28. The Qajiir dynasty started from a s mali b as e which w as not 
deeply anchored in history and society and it became a family business (patrimonial ru-

. le) to which a certain number of 'ulama were invited to participate. It is also true that the 
mujtahid-system supported the fragmentation of the socio-political structure because 
there was no formal hierarchy among the 'ulama. After the Usulfs won over the Akhbii
ris, the 'ulama power began to increase. Usulf 'ulama had a stronger position than did 
the Sunni 'ulama. While not infallible, mujtahids were qualified to interpret the will of 

·the infallible Twelfth Hidden Imam29. There was no clear differentiation between Shi 'ite 
Islamasa religious belief from the canception of Shi'ite community asa would-be au
tonomous social order. In other words, there existed no concept of secular society. If the 
ruler failed to carry out his faremost duty, the 'ulama would consider it incumbent upon 
them to carry out this obligation by assuming the leadership of the nation conceived of 
as no other than the Shi'ite community such as in the Constitutional Revolution30. 

The contributions of liberal thinkers and the 'ulama to the constitutional mavement 
were, at least in the early stages of the revolu tion,· closely linked. It is nonetheless im
portant to separate them31; because the recurring alliance between the bazaaris and many 
of the 'ulama on the one hand and secularized liberals and the 'ulama on the other has 
been largely based on the existence of comman enemies and interests rather than qn any 
real agreement about goals and each of their aims. The 'ulama wanted to extend their 
control and to have Shi'ite Islam more strictly enforced, liberals and radicals looked for 
greater democracy and. development, and bazaaris wanted to restrict favoured foreign 
economic status and competition32. 

27) Momen, An Introduction to Shi'i Islam, p.137-9. 
28) Keddie, "Iranian Revolutions in Comparative Perspective", in Islam, Politics, and Socia/Move

ments, eds. Edmund Burke & Ira M. Lapidus, California, 1988, p.299f. 
29) Arjomand, "The Shi'ite Hierocracy and the State in Pre-modem Iran: 1785-1890", European Jour-

nal ofSociology, XXII (1981), p.43. 
30) Ibid, p.43. 
31) Algar, Religion and State, p.185. 
32) Keddie, "lranian Revolutions in Comparative Perspective", p.301f. 
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From the middle of the nineteenth century various reformers, including Akhundza
dah (d. 1873), Majd al-Mulk (d. 1880), Mustashar al-Dawla (d. 1895), Talibov (d. 1911), 
and Mirza Malkum Khan (d. 1908), placed heavy emphasis on the need for a proper co
de of law s to w hi ch government offıcials would be accountable. These reformers perce
ived that compared to Europe, Iran was poor, back.ward, and weak33. Exposure to the 
ideas of the West, especially the ideas of the French I:~nlightenment, persuaded them that 
history was not the guidance of the Hidden Imam and his representation by the Shi'ite 
'ulamfi, nor the cyclic rise and fall of royal dynasties such as court chroniclers narrated. 
Westem history further convinced them that Human Progress was not only desirable but 
also attainable, provided the three chains of royal despotism, derical dogmatism and fo
reign imperialism could be broken. 

The intelligentsia therefore came to see constitutionalism and nationalism and libe
ralism as the three vital means for attaining the establishment of a modem, strong and 
developed Iran34. The intelligentsia found itself at times allied with the shah against the 
'ulama, at times with the 'ulama against the shah, at other times with the shah against 
the iıriperial powers, especially Russia, and sometinles, as in the Constitutional Revolu
tion, with the 'ulama against both the shah and the imperial powers. These tactical in
consistencies, as well as the general consistencies, can be seen in the life and works of 
the two most important members of the nineteehth-century intellectuals: Sayyid Jamal 
al-Din Afghanl and Mirza Malkum Khfuı35. 

The Constitutional Revolution can also be thought of as a continuation of the wide
ranging constitutional mavemen ts taking place in many parts of the world during the se
cond half of the nineteenth century36. The Russo-Japanese War of 1904-5 and the Rus
sian Revolution of 1905 also gave impetus to an Iranian opposition mavement that had 
been growing s ince 190 137. 

In the course of the development of all these events in Iran, four types of thinkers 
emerged who may be classified as follows. 

1. Positive secularists. To this category belonged Akhundzadah and Talibov who had 
studied modem European institutions, mainly by reading Russian translations of European 
thinkers, and had inteıpreted constitutionalism according to ideals ofWestem democracy. 

2. Seculanst compromisers. Two representatives of this group were Malkum Khan 
and Mustashar al-Dawla who did have direct access to modem thought originating from 
England and France, but out of expediency they coloured their views with Islamic law 
and tradition. · 

3. Conservative religious reformers. This group contained such figures as Shaykh 
Fazlullah Nuri (d. 1909), and many others. Their group was interested, at least at the out-
33) Martin, Islam, p.5. 
34) Abrahamian, "Causes of the Constitutional Revolution in Iran", /JMES, X (1979), p.395, 
35) For rnore information about Mirza Malkurn Khan and Sayyid Jamal al-Din Afghani, see Abraharni

an, Iran, p. 62-69; Algar, Religion and State, p. 184-205; idern, Mirza Malkum Khan, California, 
1973; Keddie, Sayyid Jamal al-Din Afghani, Berkeley & Los Angeles, 1972. 

36) Hairi, Abdul-Hadi, Slıi'ism and Constitutionalism in Iran, Leiden, 1977, p.23. 
37) Keddie, "lranian Revolutions in Cornparative Perspective", in Islam, Politics, and Social Revoluti

ons, ed. Edrnund Burke and Ira M. Lapidus, California, 1988, p.303. 
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set of their constitutional campaign, in making some reforms in the interest of a variety 
of groups. They advocated the establishment of better administration of justice ahi:I' 
"constitution, constitution, constitution, but Islamic, Islamic, Islamic". · · 

4. Religious compromisers. These were such people as Khurnsani (d. 1911), Mazan
darani, Bihbihani (d. 1910), Na'ini (d. 1936), and, with a more liberal attitude and more 
broad-mindedness, Sayyid Muhammad Tabatabru. These were those who rose against 
the arbitrary rule which existed in Iran and continued to support liberal merchants, tra
desmen, artisans, and whoever failed to realize the shaky position of religion in a democ
ratic institution38. 

Because of the above-mentioned reasons and discontent, seeret or serni-seeret soci
eties intensified their efforts. These societies, which had spread the "new Ieiırning" deri
ved from the West and the desire for government founded on "the law", interpreting both 
in terms of Islam, had prepared the way for the Constitutional Revolution of 1905-6. Un
der the circumstances mentioned above, the nationalİst movement became a dual mave
ment against bcith internal misgovernment and foreign intervention. However, the Cons
titutional Revolution began in Iate 1905. When some of the 'ulama took sanctuary 
(bast), the shah promised a "house of justice" and other concessions. But the promise 
was not fulfilled and a new rebellion broke out in 1906, highlighted by a new 'ulama. 
bast in Qum and a bast by fourteen-thousand bazaaris at the British legation The Crown 
then promised to accept a constitution anda parliament was elected39. In July-August 
1906, while the 'ulama were in Qum, the secular constitutionalists had won an impor
tant point: the initial wording, majlis-i shfira-yi Islami, had been changed to majlis-i shU
ra-yi milli in the fina! version of the farman40 granting Iran a constitution This, howe
ver, had passed more or less unnoticed while the 'ulama were given a tremeridous wel
come upon their triumphant return to Tehran41. The constitution of 1906-7 was model
led on the Belgian constitution, but ıwo major adaptations were made to suit the Iranian 
situation. It recognized the existence of provincial councils and assemblies by endowing 
them with the authority to exercise free supervision over all laws connected with the 
public interest provided that they observe the limitation prescri~ed by law. And it ack
nowledged, in a number of clauses, the importance of religion in general and the religi
ous leaders in particular. The Twelver doctrine of Shi'ism was declared to be the state 
religion of Iran in article 1 of the Supplementary Fundamental Law42. The ecclesiastical 
courts were given extensive jurisdiction over the shari'ah. Non-Muslims were barred 
from the cabinet. The Executive took the responsibility of banning heretical organizati
ons and publications. Moreover, the 'ulama were promised a supreme' committee of fi
ve mujtahids who were to scrutinizethe spiritual validity of all legislation introduced in-

38) Hairi, Shi'ism, p.235f. 
39) Keddie, "Iranian Revolutions in Comparative Perspective", p.303f. 
40) For further information about the farmfuı, see Browne, E.G., The Persian Constitutional Revoluti

on of 1905-1909, London, 1966, p.353f. 
41) Arjomand, 'The Ulama's Traditionalist Opposition to Parliamentarianism: 1907-1909",_ MES, 

XVII(l981), p.l77. 
42) For Fundamental, Supplementaıy Fundamental, and Eleeteral Laws of the Constitutional Revoluti

on, see Browne, -Persian Revolution, p .. 353-400. 
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to Parliament until the appearance of the Mahdi. Traditional Shi'ism had been incorpo
rated in to modem constitutionalism. To paraphrase Montesquieu, the spirit of the soci
ety had helped formuiate the laws of the state. 

When, however, the first Parliament began to draft the constitution, trouble appeared. 
While many of the 'ulamfi and their followers had expected a returo to Islamic law, they 
were now faced with such un-Islamic proposals as the equality of all religious communi
ties before the law. Both the constitutionalist and anti-constitutionalist 'ulama opposed the 
princi'ple of equality except for Tabatabfu-43. Also resistance to the judicial reforms brought 
them into conflicts with Westernizing modemizers such as Taqizadah and reformist bure
aucrats wanting centralized govemment such as Mukhbir al-Saltanah. Under the traditional 
system, after all, they had a position of power and prestige, most particularly in educati-

. onal, fınancial, and judicial matters. These factors were obstacles to the creation of a uru
formed national administrative and legal system. This highlights the divergence between 
the interests of the 'ulama and the others (their followers and secular liberals)44. 

The Westernizers now had their fırst chance to be more open about their aims, as well 
as an incentive to do so, to make the revolution mean more than a victory for reactionary 
theocracy. While most of them continued to try to placate the 'ulama as much as they 
could, many began to speak more freely on the meaning of Westem constitutionalism 
and progress45. Thus, it was only after tb.e signing of the Fundamental Law and during 
the debates on i ts Supplement, that the crystallization of some of the 'ulama s attitudes 
towards constitutionalism, or more specifıcally towards parliamentarianism, took pla
ce46. In February, as the Majlis began discussion of the Supplement to the Fundamental 
Law, Shaykh Fazlullah Nuri was evolving a strategy to combat the secular reformers. 
This strategy was an attempt to build a traditionalist consistency by capitalizing on the 
issue of the differçntial rights of the Muslims and the religious minorities while at the 
same time seeking a rapprochement with the shah. Muharnmad 'Ali S halı responded by 
demanding from the Majlis that the Law be written in accordance with the Sacred Law 
of Muharnmad (Sharf'at-i Muhammadf)47 However, Nuri's second bast in June was a 
tactical error because he had excluded himself from any possibility of exerting influen
ce in the future deliberations and discussions. 

The revolution became violent when Muharnmad 'Ali closed the Parliament by a co
up in 1908. Revolutionary guerillas (fidaiyun and mujahidfn) held out against the Crown 
in the north and then marched south to take Telıran along with Bakhtiyfui tribesmen mo
ving up from the south. The second constitutional period saw a split between the mode
rates, led by clerics, and the democrats, who had a programme of agrarian and social re
form. But the British and the Russians provided the revolı:ıtion's coup de grace in Iate 
1911. The Russians presented an ultimatum demanding, among other things, that the Ira-

43) Keddie, "The Origins of the Religious-Radical Alliance in Iran", Pastand Present, XXXIV (1966), 
p.78. 

44) Martin, Islam, p.l55. 
45) Keddie, "The Origins of the Religious-Radical Allaince in Iran", p.78. 
46) Arjomand, "The Ulama's Traditionalist Opposition",' p.l75. 
47) lbid, p.l78. 
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nians get rid of their pro-nationalist American adviser, Morgan Shuster. The British, who 
had signed an entente w ith. Russia in 1907, supported Russian demands. Rus s ian and 
British troops moved in during 1911-12, and the Parliament was closed48. 

Although Parliament passed some social, judicial, and educational reform measures, 
the revolution was chiefly political, aimed at reducing monarchical and foreign power 
through the introduction of a Western-style constitution and parliament. These were se
en as the best means to limit autocracy. Some of the revolution 's participants (particu
larly the constitutionalist 'ulama) expected Iran and its people to be able to retum to mo
re Islarnic ways, while others hoped to become more Westem, if only to be strong eno
ugh to escape Westem control. In this revolution, unlike that of 1978-9, few 'ulama le
aders adopted a new political ideology.Many 'ulama accepted the constitution asa me
ans both to limit the shah's power and to increase their own, while some became disil
lusioned by secularist law and trends and quit oppositional politics49. However, altho
ugh the constitution did not always function satisfactorily, the changes instigated and 
measures taken·by the Majlis since 1909 helped to lay the foundation for introducing a 
reform work based on Westem models. That became possible due to the powerful posi
tion of the Majlis in Iran's political system. More importantly, the state's accountability 
to the notion became irrevocably established. This last step completed the incorporation 
of the idea of the modem state in the political ethos of Iran. 

This ideological conflict gave rise, among other things, to a considerable volume of 
politicalliterature both for and against constitutionalism. Na'!n!, in his contributions to 
this literature, appeared as the most scholarly and eloquent among its various authors. 
The one well-argued attempt to use Shi'ite theology as the basis of an organic critique 
of absolutism was his treatise The Adfiıonition and Refinement of the People. However, 
the constitutionalist 'u lamii inciurling Na'im were faced with a dilemma over the notion 
of sovereignty, a problem which will be discussed later in detail. 

However, the pro and anti-constitutionalist 'ulama had far more in common as mem
bers of the derical estate than either group with the secular constitutionalists or the ab
solutist nobility. Not only during the confrontation with the Qajar state in 1905-6 and la
ter, but also during the period of polarization ·in to pro and anti-constitutionalist camps in 
1907-8, the 'ulama could or did act asa unified body when suchaction was required by 
that common interest as an est-:~50. 

To conclude, by their involvement in the Revolution, the 'ulama contributed a great 
deal to the development of democratic constitutionalism. The agitation leading to the 
granting of the constitution was largely directed by the 'ulama. With the emergence at 
least of the semblance of a Westem type of politicallife, the role of the 'ulama as sole 
leaders and spokesmen of popular discontent was over. It was the irnmediate Westem 

48) Keddie, "Iranian Revolutions in Comparative Perspective", p.304. 
49) Tabari, Azar, "The Role of the S hi 'i clergy in lraniaİı Politics", in Re ligian and Politics in Iran, New 

Haven, Conn., 1983, p.58. 
50) Bihbibani and Tabiitabai helped Nuri re tum from S halı • Abd al-' Azim with dignity, saving face, af

ter the assassination of Amin al-Sultan. Khurasani alsa tried toprevent the execution ofNı1ri which 
deeply shocked the derical estate. See Hairi, Shi'ism, p.ll4. 
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iınpact and the danger it presented in Iran, that accentuated the im portance of the 'ula
ma's role throughout the nineteenth century; and yet its ideological influence Ied to the 
beginning of an erection of barriers between the secular and the religious, and bence to 
a decline of the social and political role of the 'ulama. The 'ulama, by their participati
on in the constitutional movement, helped in the fulfillment of this pıiradox. They began 
to Iosetheir im portance as the representatives of the,people because the people began to 
represent themselves. 

3. The Dilemma Which the 'Ulama Faced over Sovereignty in the 
Constitutional Revolution and the Supervision of the Mujtahids 

The position of the 'ulama in the twentieth century in Iran has been given legal exp
ression and underpinning in the Constitution of 1906/1907. The election of members of 
the clergy to the early parliaments further reinforced the position of religious Ieaders as 
representatives of the people -a calling which they had claimed historically at any rate. 
Statutory legislation such as the original and Iate Iegislation laws, sealed the process of 
bestowing Iegal recognition and sanction on the clergy as one of the ranks of society. The 
'ulama, it is true, were faced with a dilemma over the constitution. On the one hand, ~hey 
were averse to the notion of sovereignty residing in the people; the reason for this is the
ir long-held belief that sovereignty may be delegated only to the Prophet and to 'the 
imams. On the other side was the belief that arbitrary rule of the Qajar shahs could and 
should be tempered by the grant of a constitution which made their decisions contingent 
upon the agreement of the people. The 'ulama thus compromised by insisting on the pro
vision of a principle calling for the creation of a committee of their meinbers to advise 
the monarch and to supervise over the laws. This committee would somehow represent 
the imam's concept of social justice and the people at the same time. Of course, there 
was no question of infallibility for the top-ranking members of the 'ulama serving on 
this committee of five people. Instead of a creative and innovative function, it was envi
saged thı;ı.t the committee would exercise a protective and maintaining function: protec
ting and maintaining the holy law from bad decisions51. 

It seems appropriate to characterize the supra-personal aspect of the political onen
tation of the 'ulama as religious nationalism, with "their attitudes towards the parliamen
tary govemment being determined practically in accordance, that is, with their assess
ment of i ts likely effect in the strengthening or, conversely, the weakening oflslam". Ve
uality and personal interests aparJ:, the general consideration which deterıİıined the 'ula
ma attitude towards the constitution was its potential consequences for Islam52. 

The inain and only difference, one can observe, between the two leading figures in 
the Constitutional Revolution, Shaykh Fazlullah Nuri and Na'1n1, is that the Shaykh un
derstood that constitutionalism cannot be brought into confirmity with Islam, and he did 
not want at all to compromise with Westem political institutions and to accept or tolera
te any Westem principle. As soon as he heard the terms "liberty" and "equality" he tur-· 
ned against them, not because he had studied them in an abstract sense, but because of 
the fact that equality and liberty, which he mentioned several times, were found to be 
51) Akhavi, Religion, p.15f. 
52) Arjomand, "The Ulama's Traditionalist Opposition", p.l85. 
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contrary to Shi'ite Islam53. But it must not be forgotten that the idea of equality, as in-, 
terpreted in the West, was not favorably received not only by Iran but in the Middle Eas( 
as a whole, because of i ts substantial conflicts with Islam. Almost all Muslim reformers 
accepted equality in theory, but they hıterpreted the idea within the framework of Islaıii~-' 
The principle of equality, !ike many other democratic principles, cannot be applicable;' ··. 
in a system formed by Islam, in the Westem sense. However, since the concepts of equ
ality and liberty had not been correctly and fully interpreted and elaborated by Muslim 
theorists, differing ideas emerged among the Persian 'ulama in the course of the Revo
lution54. "While Nuri was rejecting these principles without any attempt of compromi
se, Na'ini who was not aware of the meaning of liberty and equality in democracy, ma
de an attempt toreconeile these modem principles with Islam55. He hoped that by this 
reconciliation, two principle results would follow: fırst, that the tyrannical regime would 
disappear, and second, that Islam would be protected to a certain extent.. 

Na'i:ni divides rolership into two categories: 

1. tyrannical, which is based on the unlimited power of the ruler, 2. conditional, li
mited, and constitutional. The latter type is, of course, based on law, justice and the 
responsibility of the ruler; therefore, to prevent any inciination to tyranny, the ho!-

. der of power should be limited and should be kept under close watch. 

Na'ini, on anather occasion, discusses the problem of the 'ulama 's involvement, and, 
through his reasoning, shows how it becomes an obligatory duty to overthrow the old re
gime and change it into a constitutional form. He says that the tyrannical rule consists of 
three kinds of injustice: 1. injustice to God; 2. injustice to the imam; 3. injustic~ to the 
people. But a constitutional regime consists only of one sort of injustice: that which app
lies to the imam56. 

The basis for this po int is that the representative of the people has no authority in sha
rf'a affairs, responsibility for which devolves on the deputies of the imam, as Shaykh 
Fazlullah explains: "Vi/fiyat in the time of the absence pf the imam devo~ves on the ju
qahfi and the mujtahids, not just on any grocer or draper depending (for his authority) on 
the will of the majority". He further explains that participation in the affairs of the com
munity by anyone other than the imam amounts to "denigrating the authority of tlıe Prop
het and the imam". Nuri was at pains to attack representation and the will of the people 
because they were elements in legitimizing the doctrine of constitutionalism as a politi
cal theory: he recognized that the enactment of the will of the people by the re-elected 
representatives in the parliament had a much stronger claim to legitimacy than any the
ory the shah could produce, and threatened the Shrite chain of divine will, Prophet, 
imam and 'ulama ina way the shah could not57. That is why he supported the shah aga
inst the constitutionalism. In addition, "the will of the people meant the will of the indi
vidual members of the nation regardless of creed". Such a notian was in conflict with 

53) Hairi, Shiisnı, p.234. 
54) Ibid, p.226f., 232. 
55) Ibid, p.234. 
56) Ibid, p.I02f. 
57) Martin, Islam, p.l82f. 
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Shi'ism which legislated for the Islamic community not the nation, and gave preceden
ce to Muslirns. According to him, the representation of the people was not a legitimate 
source of authority for the making of laws and legislation was contrary to Islam. Shaykh 
Fazlullah preferred absolutist government not for its own sake, but because he saw it as 
less of a threat to Islam SB. 

One of the important issues which also caused conflict among the 'ulama was mash
ruta-yi mashru'a discussion. Fazlullah was i:eally demanding the replacement of the 
word mashruta with the word mashru'a; but since the word mashruta was very popular 
at that point, mashruta-yi mashru'a made a convenient slogan to win support for what 
was, in effect, a constitution framed from the shari'a. But it was opposed by the consti
tutionalist 'ulama59. 

While Nuri opposed the legislation and the parliament, Na'ini, like other Muslim re
forrners of tlıe 19th century likened the idea of parliament to the concept of consultation 
(mashvarat), which is supported in the Qur'an and Hadith. With reference to that part of 
the Qur'anic verse which reads ·~and consult with them upon the conduct of affairs" 
(3:159), he argued that addressees of the Qur'an are thebulkof the peop1e, both all tho
se who came from Mecca to Medina after the Prophet (muhlijirun), and those who jo
ined him in Medina (ansar), not only the special entourage. This Qur'anic instruction 
can be realizedin what is now called a "national assembly"60. Elaborating on the prob
lem, Na'trıl goes on to argue that "since Islamic rule is based on consultation, and since 
the people pay taxes to their government, all the people therefore have the right to inter
fere, in, and watch over the state's affairs". On the other hand, he adds that, 

since the interference of the people, that is to say, their participation in the electi
ons, prevents the tyrant from exercising oppression, people's rights tb and their 
responsibility for the state's affairs are established under the principle of nahy-i az 
munkar which is an obligatory duty of every individual and can be realized thro
ugh the institution of popular elections61. 

In the course of these discussions, a8 a consequence of the ever increasing popular 
ciamor and excitement, the shah was compelled, on the 5th August 1906, to issue a far
man (royal rescript) for the formatian of an assembly which was to carry out 

the requisite deliberations and investigations on all necessary subjects connected 
with im portant affairs of the state and Empire and the public interest; and render 
the necessary h elp and assistance to o ur cabinet of minİsters in such reforms as are 
designed to promote the happiness and well-being of Persia. 

It w as likewise decreed in this farman that a code of regulations goveming this assembly 
was to be prepared62. 

In virtue of the concluding portion of this farman, the regulations for the National 
Consultative Assembly were drafted and embodied in the eleetaral law, which was pre-

58) Idem, "Shaikh Fadallah Nuri and the Iranian Revolution 1905-09", MES, XXIII (1987) p.51. 
59) Idem, Islam, p.126f. 
60) Haiıi, Shiism, p.204. 
61) Ibid, p.206. 
62) For an English translation of this farmfın, see Browne, Tlıe ? ersian Revolution, p.353f. 
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pared with the utmost expedition and was subınitted to the shah for ratification on the 
8th September 1906; he duly ratified it on the following day63. .· ' 

The electorate was divided into six estates: I. the princes and the Qajar tribe; 2. the 
aristocracy and nobility; 3. the 'ulama and their theology students; 4. landowners and 
farmers; 5~merchants; and 6. the guilds. The following, however, were disenfranchised: 
landowners owning land worth less than one thousand tumans; merchants without a de
finite place of business; shopkeepers who paid less rent than the local ·~average"; and tra
desmen, craftsmen, and workers who did not belong to a recognized guild. Many of the 
low-paid, unskilled occupations were excluded. It was stated that candidates must be 
Muslirns unless they represent the Christian, Zoroastrian, or Jewish communities64. 

The most pressing duty of the Majlis was the drafting of the Fundamental Law of the 
Constitution. The chief aim of the framers of this law was to deprive the monarch of his 
arbitrary power and to ensure the functioning of the country on democratic lines. It was 
signed by the shah on the 30th December 190665. 

Fundamental Law of the Constitution consists of 51 articles relating to the constitu
tion of the Majlis, its deputies, liınitations and rights, the drafting of laws and conditions 
regulating the formatian of the Senate. No provision was made for the convening of the 
Senate within a specified time (articles 43-47 about the Senate), and it was laid down 
that, pending the convocation of that body, all bills that had been approved by the Maj
lis and had received the royal assent should have the force of law. 

Naturally enough, the powers of the shah were curtailed by a number of articles. Alt
hough he reinained head of the state, he had to govem through his minİsters who were 
responsible not to him but to the parliament66: The Majlis was convened and the Funda
mental Law approved a law that aimed only at the supervision of the process of the es
tablishment of the Majlis and the definition of i ts functions and jurisdiction. According 
to its article 16; "all laws necessary to strengthen the foundation of the state and throne 
and to set in order the affairs of the Realm and the establishment of the ıninistries, must 
be submitted for approval to the National Consultative Assembly". 

There is no mention of the rights of the people, nor of the principles of national so
vereignty, as there is no mention of the principles of the separation of powers, responsi
bility of govemment to the parliament, the judiciary power, and many other fundamental 
rights. Thus, the Majlis decided to proceed with the Supplement of the Fundamental Law 
in 1907. Its draft was prepared and brought to the Majlis and caused much debate67. 

63) Lockhart, Laurance, 'The Constitutional Laws of Persia: an Outline of their Origin and Develop
ment", MEJ, XIII (1959), p.376f. 

64) Abrahamian, 'The Crowd in the Revol:ıtion, 1", Iranian Studies (Autumn 1969), p.l42. For an 
English translation of the electorallaws of Persia, see Browne, The Persian Revolution, p.355-361. 

65) Lockhart, ... The Constitutional Laws of Persia", p.377. 
66) Ibid, p .. 377f. 
67) Lahidji, Abdol Karim, "Constitutionalism and Clerical Authority", in Authority and Political Cul

ture in Shiism, p.140. 
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The Supplementary Fundaınental Law68 contains 107 articles canceming the rights 
of the Persian nation, the powers of the Realm and their employment, the rights of the 
members of the Majlis and Senate, the vesting of the monarchy in Muhammad 'Ali Shah 
and his successors of the Qajarfamily69, the rights of the throne, the powers and obliga
tions of the ministers, the powers of the tribunals of justice, the provincial and depart
mental councils (anjwnans), the public fınances and the army. 

It was prepared by Taqizadeh and anather deputy for Tabriz. Although they had fı
nished their task by May, 1907, it was notuntil October 7, that the shah could be indu
ced to give his assent to it70. 

As regards the su pervisian of the mujtahids, Nfui says: · 
I w ith the assistance of a group, presented the second article of the Supplementary 
Fundamental Law which authorizes the supervision of the mujtahids over the de
cision of the Assembly in all epochs. They accepted that article because they co
u! d not have rejected it. When they sa w and understood that (if the article) rema
ined without any change, they would be completely prevented from Teaching the
ir corrupt aims they did what they did and I faced what I faced71. 

The aınendment was fınally passed on the 15th June but with a significant alteration 
to the version drafted by Nfiıi, in that the Majlis was to participate in the selection of the 
members of the council of the 'ulama. This would permit the dominant faction in the As
sembly, almost certainly not in sympathy with Nfiıi, to elect a council acquiescent to its 
views72. However, before this article was introduced, from the verybeginning of the 
Majlis, it was decided that three 'mujtahids who were not among the representatives -ie. 
Tabatabru, Bihbihiini, and Nfiıi- would appear in Majlis and without the advanced app
roval of two of the most im portant mujtahids, Tabatabru and Bihbiharu, none of the im
portant issues would be resolved73. 

Although Na'1n1 allied with the secular constitutionalists, his view on his article was 
problematical. This is so because, on the one hand, he respects the freedam and rights of 
the people only within the limitations of the "requirements of religion", and on the ot
her, because he sanctions the guardianship of the jurists -as authorities for determining 
the compatibility or incompatibility of parliaınentary legislation with the Sacred Law
over the National Assembly, which is the organ of the sovereignty of the people74. 

Anather confrontation involved the freedam of religion. In article 1 of the Supple
ment, it was stated: "The offıcial religion of Iran is Islam, according to the orthodox 
Ja'faıi doctrine of the Ithnfi 'Ashariyya (Twelver Shi'ism), which faith the shah of Iran 
must profess and promote". Article & on equality of rights alsa created a seandaL 

68) For an English translation of the Supplementary Fundamental Law s of Persia, see Browne, The Per
sian Revolution, p.372-384. 

69) Articles 36, 37, 38. These articles were superseded by others when Riza Shah came to the throne 
in 1925. 

70) Lockhart, "The Constitutional Laws of Persia", p.378. 
71) Hairi, Abdul-Hadi, "Shaykh Faziallah Nuri's Refutation of the Idea of Constitutionalism", MES, 

XIII (1977), p.332f. 
72) Martin, V.A., "Shaikh Faziallah Nuri and Iranian Revolution I905-09",MES, XXIII (1987), p.39f. 
73) Lahidji, "Constitutionalism and the Cl erical Authority", p.140. 
74) lbid, p.l44. 
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The 'ulama even opposed compulsory education as contrary to the shart'a and under 
article 18 on freedam of education, a proviso for the absence of the prohibition by the 
Sacred Law was entered75. They probably thought that with the introduction of compul
sory education their monopoly over education would be everlasting. They were alsa wor
ried about the choice of the syllabus administrative ruling like separation of gender, ete . . 

As far as the position of the shah is concemed, it is signifıcant that, in article 35, it 
was laid down that "the sovereignty is a trust as a divine gift, confined by the people to 
the person of the shah". In the fallawing articles, 36, 37 and 38, it was stated that "the 
constitutional monarchy of Persia is vested in the person of his Imperial Majesty Sultan 
Muhammad 'Ali Shah and his heirs, generatian after geıieration". The powers of the 
throne·were alsa explained in these articles. However, in article 39 it was decreed that 
no monarch could ascend the throne unless, before his coronation, he appeared before 
the Majlis, in the presence of its members and of those of the Senate and of the council 
of ministers, and undertook an oath to 

preserve the independence of Persia, safeguard and protect frontiers of my king
dam and the rights of my people, observe the fundamental laws of the constituti
on, rule in accordance with the established laws of sovereignty, endeavor to pro
mote the Ja'fari doctrine of the sect of the Twelve Imams and shall in all my de
eds and actions consider God, from whom al one is aid derived, and seek help from 
the holy spirits of the saints of Islam to serve the progress of Persia. 

The powers of the realm, which (under article 26) are all derived from the people, are 
all, under the next article, divided into the three categories of the legislature, the execu
tive, and the judiciary. Article 38 decrees that these powers shall always be separated 
from one anather it alsa deals with succession. 

Article 30 states that the deputies of the National Consultative Assembly and of the 
Senate represent the whole nation, and not only the particular classes, provinces, depart
ments or districts, which have elected them. 

Articles 57-70 are concemed with the position, duties, and responsibilities of minis
ters. In article 58 it was stated that every minister must be of the Islarnic faith and be of 
Persian birth and nationality. In article 60 it was laid down that minİsters are responsib
le to the two houses and must appear before them when required. 

Articles 71-89 are concemed with the courts of justice. As in the case of regulations 
regarding ministers, there are many points of sirnilarity between these articles and those 
in the corresponding seetion of the Belgian constitution76. In article 71 it was said that 
the High Court of Justice and the judicial courts are the so le tribunals that are competent 
for the redress of public affairs, while judgment in all matters relating to the religious 
(courts) law is invested in the mujtahids possessing the necessary qualifications for the 
function. Here appears the d uality of justice. Here can alsa be seen the reconciling of the 
religious and secular govemment. 

Articles 104-107 relate to the army. Under article 106, "no foreign troops will be al
lowed to serve the govemment n or will they be allawed either to reside in any part of the 
country or to pass through or into the country save inaccordance with the law". This ar-

75) lbid,p. 142. 
76) Lockhart, "The Constitutional Laws of Persia", p.381. 
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ticle was design ed to prevent the shah from carrying out a co up d' etat with the aid of the 
Russians, but this article failed toprevent the shah from taking such action in 1908. 

Although those responsible for drafting of the Persian Constitutional Laws had been 
greatly influenced by those in Westem Europe, particularly Belgium, they failed to intro
duce any system of judicial review of the constitutionality oflegislative acts77. Neverthe
less the. 'ulama remained unhappy about the concesşions they had made in 1907, and even 
though they did not raise the issue again, it had made them cooler towards the reformers. 

One remarkable feature of this revolution here, for it is surely worthy to be called 
a revolution, is that the priesthood had found themselves on the side of progress 
and freedom. This, I should think, is almost unexampled in the world's history. If 
the reforms which the people, with their help, have fought become a reality, all the
ir power will be go ne 78. 

By their active involvement in the revolution, the 'ulama contributed a great deal to 
the development of democratic institutions and constitutionalism. The agitation leading 
to the granting of the constitution was largely inspired and directed by the 'ulama. Alt
hough they realized the danger later, it was very Iate. With the emergence of Westem 
type of politicallife, the role of the 'ulamil as sol e Ieaders and spokesmen of popular dis
content was over. 

4. The Islamic-Seenlar Alliance and the Islamic Revolution 
The subsequent decade arter the failure of the Constitutional Revolution was marked 

by weak, incompetent govemments, as well as by disillusionment with the U topian pro
mise of constitutionalism. The pro-constitutionalist clergy, in particular, were doubly di
sillusioned since the changes that did occur were at the expense of their traditional func
tions. It began to seem, among the 'ulama, that, after· all, the seeret of European civili
zation was not actually a panacea for the problems of Iran 79. 

In the twentieth century, the history of the 'ulamii-state relationship can be summa
rizedas follows. Under Riza Shah (1925-41), the 'ulama were openly under attack and 
on the defensive although, at the beginning of his reign, Riza Shah approached the 'ula
mil partly because of legitimacy and partly because of lack of power. In the following 
period (1941-63) under Muhammad Riza Shah and the Musaddiq govemment, they we
re freer and able to take some open stands, issuing fatw/ls in favour of nationalizing oil 
(in the 1952 period), against the emancipation of women (in the 1962 period), and so on, 
although in 1949 a large meeting had been convened by Ayatullah Burfijerdi to urge the 
'ulama to eschew political activism. From 1963 until1978, they again came under pres
sure, perhaps with less openly avawed hostility than in the 1930s, but perhaps with mo-
re covert police measures. · 

The Islamic revolution has brought to the fore the traditional 'u lamii, who, inspired 
by the golden age of Islam, have sea1ed their victory by drawing up a thoroughly religi
on-based constitution, replacing tre state judiciary with shari'a courts, and denouncing 
Westem concepts, such as democracy as hereticai80. In struggles for power that ensued, 

77) Ibid, p.382f. 
78) Browne, The Persian Revolution, p.l23. 
79) Tabari, The Role of the Sh 'ii Clergy, p.59. 
80) Abrahamian, Iran, p.530. 
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the religious leadership moved in to the post-Pahlavi positions of control. In doing so, the 
Shi'ite 'ulama assumed a political role unprecented since the year 1501. The leading 
members of the 'ulama have taday become directly and primarily involved in the day
to-day business of running a government and of directing a society. In taking such direct 
control of.the political process, the Iranian 'ulama have been the ones who have put 
themselves in to the unenviable position of responsibility for solving the social, political, 
and economic problems which Iran faces today81. 

The prominent role played by Islam in the 1977-1979 revolution not only creates a 
paradox in Iranian history, but alsa seems at fırst glance to debunk the generally held no
tion that modemization brings secularization, and that urbanization strengthens the mo
dem classesat the expense of the traditional ones; how can the paradox be explained?. 
This question cannot be answered without taking into account the decisive role played 
by Khumeini. In fact, he was to the Islamic Revolution what Lenin was to the Bolshe
vik, Mao to the Chinese, and Castro to the Cuban revolutions. Firstly, in a country in 
which most politicians lived in luxury, Khumeini led a life as austere as that of a Sufi 
mystic, and as devoid of material opulence as that of the comman people. He was a gre
at moralist Sirnilarly, in a decade notorious for cynical, bland, corrupt, and inconsistent 
politicians, Khumeini appeared to be thoroughly sincere, defiant, dynamic, consistent, 
and most important of all, incorruptible. In brief, he was a charismatic revolutionary le
ader at a time when such leaders were in short supply and in great demand. The second 
factor that explains Khumeini's prominence is his astuteness, in particular his ability to 
rally behind him a wide spectrum of political and social forces. Even more important, by 
vigorously championing a multitude of popular grievances, Khumeini won over diverse 
social groups, each of which sa w in him their long-awaited savior. He had clearly defi
ned aims; simple language with a certain amount of dignity and forcefulness, cutting 
through the multitude of pronouncements of various political groups with his taetic of 
polarizing political ideals and aims. The third reason for his popularity and success 
among the modem middle class was the phenomenal popularity of Shari'atl among the 
young intelligentsia. The fourth element explaining Khumeini 's success among the ur
ban working class was the vacuum created by the regime when it systematically destro
yed all secular opposition parties. Whereas the clergy were permitted to go to the poor, 
the opposition parties were constantly prevented from establishing any form of labor 
unions, local clubs, or neighborhood organizations. Twenty-five years of repression pla
ced a heavy handicap on any secular opposition 

Thus, it is a combination of permanent and temporary forces that brought the clergy to 
power. The pennanent ones include the Shi'ite culture strengthened by the exodus of the 
rural population to the urban centers, the historic links between the bazaaris and the n~li
gious establishment, and the recent socio-economic changes that have swept away the po
werful tribal chiefs, the large landlords, and the other rural magnates. The temporary fac
tors that account for clerical ascendency include the charismatic personality of Khumeini, 
the intense aversion felt by the public for the shah, and the organizational handicaps that 
the regime had for a quarter of a century placed on the secular political parties82. 

81) Bill, "Power and Religion", p.30f. 
82) Abrahamian,/ran, p.531-7. 
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Few modern revolutions have given rise, in so short a period, to such gaping dispa
rities between the expectations of its supporters and the. emergent reality as di d the Ira
nian Revolution of 1979. 

For certain strata of the population -national and ethnic minorities- the disillusion
ment came in the first few weeks and months, as they found themselves under at
taek with their rights curtailed and all hopes fo~a blossoming of national and de
mocratic liberties crushed. Even before the first anniversary of the fal! of the Pah
lavis, political forces such as the National Front and the Freedom Movement, he
aded by Bazargfuı, had already been forced out of governmental positions into op
position, to be joined a short w hile later by Beni Sadr and his supporters. The Mo
jahedin, after suffering continuous attacks over a period of two years, were finally 
forced into frontal opposition in July 1981, and have lost thousands of militants 
since the secular left enjoyed barely six montlıs of open activity before the first or
ganized wave of repression in August 197983. 

The clergy alignments, we see in retrospect, included men supporting Khumeini's 
unremitting position of a totally Islarnic system (MahalHiti, Rabbani, Muntaziri, for 
example); those preferring the clergy to play the role of guardians of the political order 
(Sharl'atmadfui, Gulpayigfuıi); those who preferred to have nothing to dowith politics 
but preferred to teach fıqh (Khı1'1, for instance)84. 

The most iniportant riyal of Khumeini was Sharl'atrnadfui. He did not regard the 
abolition of monarchy per se as a goal. The mere replacement of the monarchy by a re
public (Islarnic), he argued, would be meaningless, unless the action were complemen
ted by full democratization. What is more important in his view was the implementati
on of the constitution and the safeguarding of the democracy85. According to him, "it-is 
not the fom1 of govemment that is iniportant, but the way it behaves". He repeatedly 
emphasized that he considered the main goal of the revolution to be the enforcement of 
the 1906 constitution. Mahallati's modemization is undoubtedly more traditional than 
Khumeini's radicalism86. 

As mentioned before, those currents, and individual politicians who originally con
sidered themselves part of the post-revolutionary alliance and were subsequently driven 
out, have presentedremarkably similar reasons for the way events have turned out 

According to the National Front, in the name of Islam the population was deceived 
by those who had designs to monopotize power -that is, the Islamic Republican Party, 
which in fact controls all institutions of state power in Iran today. The IRP is accused of 
opportunistically having used the religious sentiment of the masses to brand all its oppo
nents as "enemies of Islam", to cover up their own faults and inadequacies, and for the 
purpose of imposing their sol e authority over society. 

Bazargan attributes the IRP's take-over of all state institutions to a certain type of 
ideological elitism: "sectors of the clergy, the IRP, the revolutionary youth genuiiıely be-

83) Tabari, Azar, "Mystifıcations of tb e Pastand Illusions of the Future", in The Iranian Revolution and 
the Islamic Repub/ic, eds. Keddie & Eric Hooglund, New York, 1986, p.147. 

84) Akhavi, Religion, p.170. 
85) Menashri, David, "Shi'ite Leadership: in Shadow of Conflicting ldeologies", Iranian Studies, XIII 

(1980), p.l27f. 
86) lbid, p.!37f. 
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lieve that only they know what is best for the people and the revolution". Bam Sadr, sin
ce moving into exile, has become much more categorical: he accused Khumeini in per-: .. 
son of "betraying his own promises and of having turned into a dictator". According to·.· 
him, in Paris, in the last few months before the revolution, Khumeini abandoned an idea · 
-vilayat-ifqqfh- he had developed over the last thirty years and accepted that govemment 
was accountable to the govemed and not to God87. 

As far as the Mujahidfn are concemed, they asserted that Khumeini usurped the le
adership of the movement and snatched the revolution, using the open status and relati
ve security of the mosques during the Shah's reign, combined with the authority of Is
lam, to organize and to fill the political vacuum left as a result of the repression of all ot
her political forces. Although the Mujahidfn were critical of the constitution and the for
malization of the position of viiayat-i faqfh w i thin it, they nevertheless declared the ir ac
ceptance of Khi.ımeini as the supreme leader of the people in his lifetime. In December 
1979, they proposed that Khumeini personally should stand as the presidential candida
te. Only after it was clear that he had no such interitions, did the Mujahidfn leader Raja
v! stand as a candidate, only to be disqualified by Khumeini himself for his opposition 
to the new constitution88. 

To conclude, the Islamic Republic, on the other hand, by hasing itself solely on reli
gion, has dissolved the historic tension between secularization and Shi'ism by abroga
ting the nationalİst idea along with secularization and by committing itself to building a 
theocratic state and reconstructing some kind oflslamic religious community. Butwhen 
it is changed, secularism w iii of necessity be a central political issue. This is already ·in
dicated by the heated debates amongst oppositionists of various shades on the issue of 
separation of religion and state. Old debates and old political Hne-ups collapsed in the 
face of an unforeseen and unpredicted revolution; new line-ups are shaping up around 
issues posed by this new development89. 

5. Sovereignty and the Juristic Authority of the 'Ulamii 
As we have mentioned, the Usulfs won in the conflict with the Aklıbfirfs in the eigh

teenth century. Khumeini took the Usulf view to i ts most logical conclusion with the un
derstanding of viiayat-i faqfh. However, Khumeini's views contradict the conceptions 
held by the religious leadership in the past. Even the activist clerics who supported the 
constitutional movement at the beginning of the century had held the rule of the infallib
le imam as "presently impossible". They put forward an article for the supervision of the 
Assembly to establish a board of mujtahids90. By passing Na'!ni's legitimation of cons
tutional government completely, Khumeini extended the early Usulf arguments such as 
Naraql's, which were designed to establish the legal authority of the Shi'ite doctors (ju
rists), to eliminate the duality of hierocratic and temporal authority altogether. Although 
Khumeini cited Naraq! as a forerunner, the latter's Awayid al-Ayyam, the only legal work 
Khumeini referred to in support of his theory of the mandate of the clergy, points only 
87) Tabari, "Mystifications of the Past", p.l48-154. 
88) lbid, p.l54-6. 
89) lbid, .p.l6 ı. 
90) Menashri, "Shi'ite Leadership", p.l26f. 
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to an implicit invidious contrast between religious and political authority. The primary 
object of Naraql's discussion of the mandate of the jurist is to strengthen the juristic aut
hority of the Shi 'ite doctors on behalf of the Hidden Imam. But Khumeini categorically 
states that "the mandate (of the clergy) means goveming and adınİnistering the country 
and implementing the provisions of the Sacred Law". For him, "Islami c govemment will 
differ from the representative and/or constitutional, monarchies because of the eliminati
on of the separation of powers that Islarnic govemment will implement". Thus, having 
fırmly rejected the separation of religion and politics, he argues that in the absence of the 
imam, sovereignty devolves upon the qualified jurists or the Shi'ite religious leaders. It 
is therefore the religious leaders as the authoritative interpreters of the Sacred Law of Is
lam who are entitled to sovereignty91. Sovereignty would belong to the clergy on behalf 
of God. There would be no room for the sovereignty of the people nor for the supremacy 
of the state as the presumed embodiment of the national will92. 

Khumeini 's exposition is interesting in a number of respects. First, he explicitly cla
ims that a jurisprudent has the same authority that the Most Noble Messenger and the 
imam had. While careful to distinguish the ontologkal status of the faqfh from that of 
the ma'sumfn (the immaculate imams), he is emphatic in asserting that the faqfh enjoys 
the extrinsic -that is, political- powers of the imam . 

Second, w hile Khumeini is clearly convinced that this vilayat is best supported from 
reason, he is careful to devote an extraordinary amount of time to arguments from tradi
tion93. However, Khumeini justified his position on the purely pragmatic grounds of the 
necessity of the maintenance of order in society. According to him, the faithful and the 
faqfh will not be in contradiction; but were such an unexpected event to occur, then he 
is in no doubt that it is thefaqfh who has superiority94. 

Third, Khumeini defınes the vilayat-ifaqfh as an institution for ensuring the rigoro
us application of sharf'a to Muslim society. Fourth, he tends to conflate a number of ar
guments for the establishment of an Islamic govemment, for his interpretation of vila
yat-ifaqfh, for a politii::al revolution against oppressors and tyrants -in ways which sug
gest that he sees a relationship among them which.gives a programmatic coherence. 
Further, Khumeini 's argument for the vilayat-i faqfh rests on the religious authority of 
jurisprudents as the justifıcation for their political authority95. 

S ince the outbreale of the active opposition movement in the autumn of 1977, public 
attention, both inside and abroad, has been focused predorninantly on Ayatullah Khume
ini and his fundamentalist ideology to such an extent that some observers have equated 
his concepts with Islam or at least with the traditional S hi' i te sect of Islam. But the re w as 
an ideologkal gulf between several ayatullah uvnas (grand ayatullahs). The most sıri
king was the divergence of ideology between the two highest ranking ayatullah, Khome
ini and Sayyed Moharnmad Kazem Shari'atmadain"96. Thus it will be useful to see the 

91) Arjomand, ''The State and Khomeini's Islaınic Qrder", p.I54f. 
92) Ibi d, p. 156. 
93) Rose, G., ''The Thought of Khomeini", in Religion and Politics in Iran, ed. Keddie, p.l77-183. 
94) Halliday, "The Iranian Revolution", p.l89. 
95) Rose, ''The Thought of Khomeini", p.l83-7. 
96) Menashri, "Shi'ite Leadership", p.l20. 
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differences of ideas between the two in order to understand the character of divergenc:;e 
between the .'ulama before and after the revolution. · 

While Khumeini considers Islam the only source of law, Shari 'atmadan advocates an 
Islamic orderin which the principles of Islam are (only) respected. His views fully cor
respond with those of the political groups collaborating in the Khumeini coalition. Ac
cording to him, the main goal of the opposition mavement against the shah was to end 
the dietatarial rule and to establish a democracy based on the will of the people in the 
light of Islamic law. His canception of republic is much closer to that found in Westem 
democracies. In his view, "the govemment of God is the govemment of the people, by 
the people. Islamic regime isa democratic regime based on the people's will". In the Is
lamic state, he said, "the people are sovereign. Islamic republic nieans that there would 
be no dietatarship and no despotism; the people themselves will have the sovereignty to 
decide their path". Thus he called his party "The Islamic People's Republican Party". 

According to Khumeini, the clerics are the only legitimate source of authority, w hile to 
Shari'atmadarl the clerics, whose role is a spiritual one, should not interfere in affairs of 
the state. In Shari'atmadarl's view, "it is not the form of govemment that is important, but 
the way it behaves". Shari'atmadari repeatedly emphasized that he considered the main go
al of the revolution to be the enforcement of the 1906 con~titution. He would be satisfied 
with mere reactivation of the ciause in the constitution of 1906 providing for a board offi
ve mujtahids to review legislation and invalidate laws contradicting Islamic precepts. 

Shari'atmadari was also strongly opposed to Khumeini's interference inday-to-day 
politics as well as to the activities of the extra-goverıimental bodies -the council of the 
revolution, the revolutionary comınittees, the guardians of the revolutions, and the revo
lutionary courts- of stripping the govemment of most of i ts powers and "tuming it in to 
a knife without a blade". Significantly, he opposed the philosophical underpinnings of 
these bodies as well as the ideology of Khumeini himse1f97. 

The most outstanding difference between them was over the way the divine law sho
uld be interpreted and, more significantly, how it should be applied in the twentieth cen
tury. While Khumeini advocates a complete returo to the ideal model of pure Islam as it 
was in the era of the Prophet and his immediate successors, Shari'atmadari is, however, 
aware of the changes that have occurred in Islamic society since the ideal states of Mu
hammad and 'Ali and he advocates the use of ijtihfid to adapt Islamic doctrine to the re
quirements of modem society98. 

As regards the character of the revolu tion, the fundamentalist view held by Khume
ini extends far beyond the borders of Iran; it embraces pan-Islamic motifs and aims at 
the attainment of an Islamic unity that would enable Muslims to play the role ordained 
forthemin human history. Khumeini defines himselfas an "Iranian", but asa "Muslim", 
and represents the revolution in Iran as only the fırst stage in a comprehensive Islamic 
revolution. The very concept of nationalism is alien to him, opposed to his ideology, and 
viewed by him as an "imperialist plot" to weaken Islam. According to him, "Imperialism 
has divided Muslim motherland and transformed the Muslims into nations (Shu'ub)99• 

97) lbid, p.l24-134. 
98) lbid, p.l22f. 
99) Abrahamian, Iran, p.531-7. 
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When the Pahlavi dynasty was overthrown, the initial confrontation took place over 
the referendum. The revolutionary authorities intended to give the people the choice of 
a "yes" or "no" vote, on the proposal to establish an Islamic republic. Most of the seeu
lar parties, supported by Ayatullah Shari'atmadari, called for an open referendum, a wi
der choice of options, or, at the very least, a choice between an "Islamic" or a "democ
ratic" republic, and an Islamic republic or a republic plain and simple. Khumeini addres
sed this issue before a great crowd on his retum to Qum on the Ist March, when he as
serted that "w hat the nation wants, is an Islamic republic not just a republic, not a de
mocratic republic, not a demecratic lslamic republic. Do not use this term, democratic; 
this is the Westem style". 

The task of drawing up the new constitution, fell to the provisional govemment and 
primarily to Mahdi Bazargan's minister of state for revolutionary affairs, Yadullah Saha
bi. Sahabi and his colleagues drew on a partial draft constitution based on the Iranian 
constitution of 1906 and the constitution of France's Fifth Republic. lts most prominent 
feature was a strong presidencybased on the Gaullist model. Like the 1906 constitution, 
the draft provided for limited individual rights and freedoms. It also paid lip service to 
the idea of an Islamic state. But it reserved no special authority for the religious classes, 
it made no mention of the doctrine of vice-regency of the faqfh. A council of guardians 
was introducedıoo. 

The assault on the draft constitution by secular parties led Khumeini to spur the Isla
mic groups to a counter attack. The debate on the constitution revealed a deep cleavage. 
The fınal version of the constitution that was published on the 4th November 1979 was 
therefore much closer to w hat the radical 'ulama wanted. The constitution was approved 
by a referendum in Dec;ember 1979. This constitution was opposed by the National Front 
and Ayatullah Shari 'atmadan. The latter protested that the concept of viiiiyat-i faqfh w as 
not indisputably established in Shi'ite jurisprudence; nor was there only one marja 'at-i 
taqlfd- indeed, if anything he was senior to KhumeinilOl. 

The question has arisen as to how the constitution would be finalized. Khumeini in
sisted upon a consultative commitlee of 45 individuals, while Shari'atmadari demanded 
the election of a constituent assembly to be composed of 275 deputies. Finally, a coun
cil of experts composed of 75 was elected to finalize the draft constitution already pre
pared by the council of the revolutionl02. Some fifty-five of those elected were clerics. 
Over fifty were candidates directly sponsored by the IRP coalitionl03. 

The Revolutionary Committees that were set up in every town to keep the revoluti
on on its Islamic course soon became an altemative govemment to Bazargan and his ca
binet. These committees began executing hundreds of people, some on comparatively 
minor charges and some without trial. lt became clear the Bazargan 's govemment was 
unable to exert any control over these committeesl04. 

100) Bakhash, Shaul, The Reign of the Ayatollahs (London, 1985), p.72-77. 
101) Momen, An Introduction, p.29l. 
102) Menashri, "Shi'ite Leadership", p.135. 
103) Bakkash, The Reign of the Ayatollahs, p.81. 
104) Momen, An /ntroduction, p.292. 
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In the presidential election, Abu'l Hasan Bani Sadr won and was instated by Khume
ini on the 4th February 1980. However, Bam Sadr had no real party palirical machine 
and in the elections for the National Assembly, the IRP, by a number of tactics, such as 
announcing the need to screen all candidates on their Islamic credentials and pre-revcı~ 
lutian activities and suspending elections in same areas because of lack of security, suc~ 
ceeded in ~inning 130 of the 270 seats. This gave them a majority in the Assembly sin~ 
ce 30 seats could not be filled because of unrest in the Kurdish cities and elsewhere. Tlie
Assembly began to function on the 19th July 1980 . 

. However, it is clear that there was among the people a growing disillusioruhent with 
the Revolutionary Govemment. Of a total electorate of about 24,000,000, about 
20,400,000 had voted in the referendum for the Islamic Republic in March 1979; 
14,000,000 in the presidential election of January 1980; and only 6,100,000 in the fırst 
stage of the National Assembly elections in March 1980. After this, punitive measures 
were decreed for failure to vote and numbers rose againi05. 

For a decade, Khumeini's theory has been embodied in the Constitution of the Isla
rnic Republic of Iranl06. On the basis of a revolutionary reinterpretation of the viifiyat-i 
amr and an equally revolutionary reinterpretation of the imamate as the principle of con
tinuous theocratic leadership, the ruling jurist is identified as the vali-yi amr and his sup
reme office is interchangeably defined as "imamate" and "leadership"l07. The Cansritu
tion of the lslamic Republic of Iran was prepared in twelve parts comprising one-lıund
red and seventy-five articles. The constitution defines the Islamic Republic as an order 
based on the belief in: 1. "the one God (there is no god but God) andthe restriction of 
sovereignty and legislation to Him, and the necessity of submission to His command ... 5. 
imamate and continuous leadership, and its fundamental role in the perpetuation of the 
Islamic revolution" (article 2). In article 12, it is stated that "the official religion oflran 
is Islam of the Ja'fari Twelver sect and this article is inalterable in perpetuity". 

According to article 5, during the occultation "the viiayat-i amr and imamate of the 
umma is upon the just and pious jurist". A commentatar on the constitution unabashedly 
declares that the ülf al-amr in the Qur'an (4:63) refers equally to the imam and the de
puty (na' i b) of the imam, and the deputy of the imam is the jurist who is installed in this 
position with the necessary conditionsl08. Once an Islamic regime is established, Khu
meini makes it clear, the duty of the people is to obey in accordance with the above-men
tioned Qur'anic versel09. Thus the new constitution makes thefaqfh the central figure in 
the political order, enshrines the daminance of the derical community over the instituti
ons of the state, entrenches Islamic jurisprudence as the foundation for the country's 

105) lbid, p.293. 
106) For an English translation of the lslamic Constitution of Iran, see Rouhollah K. Ramazani, ME.!, 

XXXIV ( 1980), p.181 -204; and Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Iran, tr. Hossein Mohyed
din Ghomshei, Tehran, Min. oflslamic Guidance, 1985. 

107) Arjomand, "The ldeological Revolution in Shi'ism", in Authority and Political Culture in Shiism, 
p.l95. 

108) lbid. 
109) Zubaida, Sami, "The Ideological Conditions for Khomeini's Doctrine of Govemment", Economy 

and Society, .II (1982), p.l53. 
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laws and legal system and limits individual freedoms to w hat was considered permissib
le under the Shi'ite Islam. The constitution provides for a twelve-man Council of Guar
dians empowered to veto all legislation in violation of Islamic constitutional principies 
and reserved to the six Islamic jurisis on the council the power to declare laws in conf
lict with Islam. "All civil, penal, fınancial, economic, administrative, cultural, military, 
political and other laws and regulations", article 4 9f the constitution states "must be ha-
sed on Islamic criteria". · 

The constitution provided for a president who had lost the bulk of his powers to the 
faqih, however, for a cabinet headed by prime minister who would be appointed by the 
president and confırmed by parliament; and for a single chamber legislature (Majlis) 
whose legislative authority is considerable but subject to the control of the Council of 
GuardiansllO. In article 57, it is also stated that the sovereign powersin the Islamic Re
public are the Legislature, the Executive and the Judiciary, which are exercised under the 
supervision of the religious leadership (imamate). Thus, there isa limited sovereignty. 

Articles 107-112 spelled out the powers and mode of selection of thefaqih. Article 
107 recognized Ayatullah Khumeini as the faqfh of the Islamic Revolution. Article 110 
asserted the pervasiveness of the power of the faqfh. The constitution authorized the le
ader to appoint the jurists on the Council of Guardians, the chief offıcials of the judici
ary branch. This was also authorized to approve candidates running for the office of pre
sident and to dismiss the president after he had been declared incompetent to serve by 
parliament or found negligent in his duties by the Supreme Court. The constitution con
ferred vice-regency on Khumeini for life and provided for him to be succeeded either by 
an equally qualified jurist or in the absence of such a candidate, by a council of three to 
five jurists to be elected by yet another Assembly of Experts. 

Many members considered article 6, which treated sovereignty as stemming from the 
po pul ar will, to be in conflict with the vice-regency of the jaqfh. The constitution, howe
ver, left these two concepts of sovereignty standing side by side in uneasy or -given a 
different perspective- creative symbiosis. The 1906 constitution, at an earlier time and in 
similar fashion, had declared sovereignty to be a divine gift bestowed by the people on 
the monarch. The 1979 constitution was areminder that seventy yearsafter the Consti
tutional Revolution, Iranians were still uncertain whether it was the people or the clerics 
as representatives ·of the hidden imam, who ruledlll. 

The principle of consultation (shflra) makes its appearance only in article 7. It is ac
cepted, but as a subsidiary to the principle of imamate Islamic consultation is only pos
sible when the imamate is dominant. In other words, consultation is at the service of the 
imamate. The Qu'fuıic verse 3:153 (wa-shfiwirhumfi al-amr ete.) is said to imply that 
the actual decision-maker is the Prophet who was also the imam. Madani in his commen
tary says that the advocates of the shflra (Sahabi and Bihisht1) during the drafting of the 
constitution either did not fırmly believe in Islam or were contaminated by "syncretic" 
thinking, and were trying to link the shura to the pnnciple of national sovereignty112. 

ll O) Bakhas h, The Reign of the Ayatollahs, p.83. 
lll) Ibi d, p.88. 
112) Arjomand, "The Ideological Revolution in Shi'ism", p.l96. 
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In Khumeini's Islamic order, the state has not been constitutionally weakened but al
so made "Islamic", i.e. manned, in so far as possible, by reliable Islamic personnel and 
brought under direct or indirect derical controll13. 

As we have seen, Khumeini's theory of theocratic government extends the Usul( 
norm of juı;istic authority as elaborated in the nineteenth century into a new sphere pre- · 
viously covered by its govemment. As pointed out earlier, Khumeini argued that during 
the occultation of the imam, his right to rule devolves upon the qualifıed 'ulamd. This 
formulation stili preserved the Shl'ite juristic pluralism. About a year or two later, Khu
meini attempted to reduce this juristic pluralism to a unitary theocratic leadership. Seeu
lar theories of government such as democracy and sovereignty of the nation apart, Khu
meini 's theory of the manda te of the jurist is open to two forceful objections. The fırst is 
that the mandate or authority of the Shi'ite 'ulama during the occultation of the Twelfth 
Imam cannot be extended beyand the religio-legal sphere to indude goverment. The se
cond objection is that the mandate in question refers to the collective religio-juristic aut
hority of all Shi'ite jurists and cannot be restricted to that of a single supreme jurist nor, 
by extension, to a supreme council of three to five jurists (as envisioned in the constitu
tion of the Islamic Republic ). The above doctrinal objections to viiayat-i faqfh had in fact 
been voiced by the mariiji- 'i taqlfd, Khu'i, Shan'atmadari, Qummi, and a number of 
ayatollahs ll 4. 

To establish and propagate their new canception of authority, the derical rulers of 
Iran have increasingly insisted on the sacred character of all authority and thus ongoing 
sacralization of political order. On occasion, the sacralization of politics ev en necessita
tes going beyand the requirement of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic. For ins
tance, according .to the constitution, participation in the elections is voluntary. However, 
people were usually enjoined by Khumeini and the religious authorities to participate in 
the elections as Muslims fulfilling a religiously incumbent duty. However, even though 
this matter becomes incumbent according to the Sacred Law, non-participation is (punis
hable) not materially, but spiritually. 

The paradox of the actual insignificance of the political ethics in the Shi'ite Sacred 
Law against the daim of the Shi'ite derics that Islam is a total way of life and a total 
ideology, which is above all political and activistic, has struck some observers. For so
me ten years, the derical rulers of Iran sought to resolve this paradox by using the legal 
distinction between the primary rulers (ahkfim awwaliyya) and secondary rulers (ahkfim 
thanawiyya). The fırst derive from the sources of sharf'a, the second from expediency 
as the prerequisites for the implementation of the primary rules. The device has enabled 
the ayatullahs to Islamicize and appropriate an enormous amount of European legal ma
terial through the revision of the codes of the constitutional and Palıla vi periods as laws 
necessary for the maintenance of order which in tum make possible the implementation 
of the primary rules of the slıarf'a. More importantly, both categories of primary and se
condary rules were said to be binding on the believer as a religious obligation. Thus, for 
the fırst time in Shi'ite history, sacrality was claimed for a category of secondary com-
113) Idem, "The State and Khomeini's Islamic Order", p.l60. 
114) Idem, "The Ideological Revolution in Shi'ism", p.l96. 
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mandınents asa result not of the juristic competence of the Shi'ite 'ulama but of their 
alleged right to rule115. 

Ayatullah K.humeini, who had anticipated a devastaring power struggle following his 
death, hand~picked Muntazaıi as his successor. In 1983, he called for the convocation of 
the Assembly of Experts to decide about his successor. According to the constitution 
(afore-mentioned), Khumeini would be succeed~d either by another equally qualified 
and universally recognized Islamic jurist or, if no such single individual exists, by a co
uncil of three to fıve jurists selected by an Assembly of Experts ( artide 107). As was ex
pected, the Assembly picked Muntazaıi in November 1985. In spite of some opposition 
by some other derics, Khumeini reconfırıned him as his successor in December 1985. 
Another powerful cleric, the present President Rafsanjani, was able to convince Khume
ini that Muntazaıi would harm the Islamic Republic should he remain in his position as 
Khumeini's successor. Muntazaıi's removal in April1989 showed Rafsanjani's talent in 
outmanoeuvering his rivals and establishing himselfas the real power-broker in Iran. 

Ayatullah Khumeini diedon the 3rd June 1989. The Assembly of Experts immedi
ately appointed Khamana'tas his successor and granted him the position of ayatullah. 
K.hamana'i owes his position to Rafsanjani who reportedly supported his appoint
ment116. lt is difficult to predict anything about the future of a country which has puzz
led millions of people throughout the world. Iran -a country in the midst of h u ge chan
ges- rnight stili surprise social scientists and political observers. No longer do the rnidd
le and upper dasses that tend to emulate the West have a monopoly of power as it was 
in the Pahlavi reign. However, Khumeini's death followed a devastating power strugg
le. It is also probable that the dergy can lose their organizational monopoly once the sec
ular forces catch their breatlı and start establishing roots among the discontented classes, 
especially among the intelligentsia, the urban proletariat, and the rurallower dasses. But 
whether it will be the older organizations or those of more recent origin that will attract 
the discontented dasses is a question left to posterity. 

115) lbid, p.202f. 
116) Amjad, Mobammad, From a Royal Dietatarship to Theocracy, New York, 1989, p.I54-6. 


